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+61393380773 - http://www.hidenseekfishnchips.com/

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Hide And Seek Fish And Chippery from Melbourne.
Currently, there are 6 dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the
restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Hide And Seek Fish

And Chippery:
Always a good feed here, i love the grilled calamari meal with salad and rice. The burgers are really good here

too. What i really like here is you can still get your usual deep fried traditional fish and chip meals, as well as, the
more healthier options. The fattoush salad is excellent here as well. read more. The place also offers the

possibility to sit outside and be served in pleasant weather, And into the accessible spaces also come customers
with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. At Hide And Seek Fish And Chippery in Melbourne, fine Australian

dishes are freshly cooked for you with a lot of care and the classic products such as bush tomatoes and caviar
limes, The dishes are usually prepared for you in the shortest time and fresh. In addition, they proffer you

flavorful seafood menus.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Starter�
TARTARE

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SALAD

BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

POTATOES

TRAVEL

MEAT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
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